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Some societies prize sons more than daughters, with fathers who traditionally still wish for a 
male offspring to carry on the family name and often inherit them. At the same time, the role 
of daughter in many societies often includes being a primary caregiver to aging, frail parents. 
In the societies with high life expectancy, daughter’s identity of a „mother“ is in a way extended 
on her own parents in their old age. Daughter – the „inferior“ offspring in father’s young age 
– becomes the „more important“ offspring in his old age.

This story explores woman as daughter, and what that role may imply. That’s why I decided 
upon a tryptich, three different  stories about daughters of different age, status and families, 
in order to show more than one intimate relationship and cover a wider range of relations. One 
daughter is just starting to build her relationship with her father; the other is irretrievably losing 
her established relationship with her father; and the third one is confronting her broken rela-
tionship with her father in order to accept her future more easily. Their stories take place simul-
taneously, but independently, because they are all intimate and authentic. They brush without 
knowing how much they have in common. All three daughters carry their fathers, yet they need 
their fathers as well in order to confront themselves. The daughter-father relationship is strong 
even when it is under strain, just being built, or deeply marred by past events.

Daughters in this story are strong personalities with many fl aws, limitations, fears and defeats, daring 
to deal with their own mistakes and transformations. They are antiheroines who have no illusions 
about themselves, but they never give up and never surrender their dreams about a better future.

DIRECTOR’S NOTE



Ivona Juka is the author of award-winning short films „Garbage“ and „Editing“. 
She was selected by European Film Academy as one of 5 European students 
to make short film for awards ceremony in Berlin, and to participate at the EFA 
conference «Cinema of Tomorrow» in Warsaw as one of the most perspective 
young directors in Europe. „You Carry Me“ is Juka’s debut feature fiction film. 
Ivona Juka is a member of the European Film Academy.
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